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FOR THE FLOW THEORY OF PLASTICITY 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, an abstract ordinary differential equation with retarded argument is 
deduced. This equation is a model of incremental, rate independent strain theory. 
The considerations are based on the incremental stres-strain relations, see K. Was-
hizu [1], To solve the boundary-value problem for increments, an abstract variational 
problem is solved with a quadratic functional. 
The definition of the experience of the body is fundamental. 
The behaviour of the abstract ordinary differential equation is such that the 
methods of contractive mappings, compact mappings or weakly continuous mappings 
are not applicable. The author will try to solve a regularized model in another paper, 
basing his considerations on the paper of J. Kratochvil, O. W. Dillon [2], where the 
flow theory of plasticity is shown to be a singular limit of the theory with internal 
state variables. 
This paper had its rise after discussions in the seminar of mechanics held at the 
University in Prague and it is my pleasure to thank ing. M. Hlavacek, ing. V. Kafka 
and dr. J. Kratochvil for their suggestions. 
2. STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 
For the formulation of stress-strain relations, we shall suppose sufficient regularity 
of displacements and of the stress tensor. We shall consider only bounded bodies Q with 
sufficiently regular boudary. 
The deformation of Q is described by small displacement theory and the strain 
tensor e i 7 is defined by 
(2.1) a < / « i ( ^ + - ^ 
\8xj ax,, 
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The components of the strain tensor ê - are supposed once continuously differentiable 
in time t e <0,1> with the exception of a finite number of points where the one side 
derivatives are supposed to exist. 
The usual symmetric stress tensor otj is considered and otj, doij\dxk are conti­
nuously differentiable in t in the above sense. 
Let Ff be the components of the body-forces, once continuously differentiable in 
time. 
The equilibrium equation 
(2.2) - ^ + Ft = 0 , *) 
дxj 
as well as 
(2.3) ^U + Ft = 0 
dxj 
is valid. 
Let us consider once continuously differentiable function f(o) of 
o = (oll9 oll9 ol3, o2l9 ..., o-3 3)e R9, otj = oji9 
such that/(d) = O,f(0) = 0 and 
(2.4) JУĽ JŁ 
õffij дai} 
< C < 00 
Let h(o) be a continuous function, h(o) ^ 0, such that 
(2.5) \h(o)\ g c < oo . 
Let ^l(s), %2(^) be bounded, Lipschitzian-functions on the interval <0, oo>, such that 
0^X\(s)Sh /i(0) = 0, x\(s)=l for s = e > 0 , 
0 = Z 2(s) ^ 1, f2(0) = 1, /2(s) = 0 for s = e > 0 . 
Put n(cr) (x, t) = max/(cr(x, t)) and call n(o): experience. 
If Xi(s) = 0 for 0 g s < p, Xi(^) = 1 for s > p, x2(0) = 1 and 0 elsewhere, 
the incremental stress-strain relations are 
(2.6) eu = - ~ akkdu + — - otj + Xi(f{°)) Xi(n(°) ~ f(o)) . 
«o)lL(o)r(M-(„)*X 
dVij \o<rkl ) 
*) Throughout the whole paper, the summation convention is used. 
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where 
r(X) = i(l + |A|) and 0 ^ v < i , 0 < E . 
If we put 
ef,- = xdA*)) I2H0) - f(o)) h{a) (<?//dcriy) (cr) r (<?//&-„) (a) cxk() 
the experience is given as 
n(a)(x,t) = F(Caijsldr), 
where F is an increasing positive function. 
3. SPACES C(<0,1>, L2(Q)), C
(1)«0,1>, L2(Q)), H^
0'^ (Q X (0,1)) 
Put Q = Q x (0, 1). Let us define H(0>r)(Q) as the subspace of L2(Q) such that 
for u e H(0'l)(Q), dujdt e L2(Q) in the sence of distributions. 
Put 
(3.1) ||t/|Uco,o = Jf (u2 + f^X\dxdtV/2. 
It follows from Theorem 2.2, § 2., Chap. 2, J. Necas [3] that u e H((M)(2) => u is 
absolutely continuous in t e <0, 1> for almost all x e Q. Let us define H0
0,1)(2) as the 
subspace of H(0'1)(Q) such that u(x, 0) = 0. 
The next lemma 3.1 follows as in Theorem 3.1, § 3, Chap. 2 of [3] and as in 
Theorem 1.2, § V Chap. 1 of [3], if we define $0(Q), the space of infinitely differen-
tiable functions on Q equal to zero for t = 0: 
Lemma 3.1. S0(Q) is dense in H0°'
1)(Q) and for all t e <0,1>: 
(3.2) u2(x, t)dx ^ c ||u||H0(o.D • 
J Q 
Let C(<0,1>, L2(Q)) be the set of functions u(x, t) such that for every 
te <0,1> : u2(x, t)dx < oo 
and such that u(-, t) is continuous on <0J> in the L2 norm. Put 
(3.3) ll"l|c«o,i>,L2(fi)) = max ( w
2(x, t) dx) 
Let C(g) be the set of continuous functions on Q. 
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M2 
Lemma 3.2. C(Q) is dense in C«0,1>, L2(Q)). 
Proof . Let u e C«0,1>, L2(Q)). Clearly u « t) is uniformly continuous in t on 
<0,1>. Lets > 0. Then there exists d > 0 such that ||<p«) - <p(t2)\\ < eif | ^ - r2| < 
< S. Let h = 1/p and tj = jh, j = 0 ,1 , . . . , p, h < O*. 
Let {v,}r=i be a s e t °f continuous functions on £2, orthonormal and complete in 
L2(£>). For each j , let 
w*« 0) = I vi(ut> tj)> v>) > 
i = l 
where n} is such that [|u« t;) — uw« f/)||L2(-0) < e. 
Put 
"«« 0 = M«« tj) + ((t - tj)jh)(uh(', tj+1) - u„« tj)) for tj£tg tj+i . 
We have for 
t e < t i ? 0 + 1 > : | | u , « t ) - u(',t)\\L2(a) S 
-= ( « - f + *,)/*) h « tj) - u « 0||L2(D) + ((t - tj)jh) \\uh(-, tj+1) - u«*) | L a ( f l ) < 28 
q.e.d. 
We define 
u « t) = lim ( (u« t + h) - u « t))//i 
;.-*o 
in L2(r2) and the space C
(1)(<0,1>, L2(Q)) as the subspace of C«0,1>, L2(Q)) such 
that u e C«0,1>, L2(D)) with the norm 
||w||c«0,l>.L2(.Q)) + ||w||c(<0,l>,L2(Q)) • 
We define C ^ O - l ) , L2(Q)) as the subspace of u from C
(1)«0,1>, L2(Q)) such 
that u « 0) = 0. Let C0
0 ,1)(5) be the space of continuous functions u on g with 
continuous derivatives dujdt on Q and such that u(x, 0) = 0. 
Lemma 3.3. C0°>
l)(Q) is dense in C ^ O - l ) , L2(Q)). 
Proof . Let u e C(0
1)«0,1>, L2(Q)). There exists hn e C(g) by the preceding lemma 
such that /.„ -> u in C«0,1>, L2(.Q)). 
Put 
Hn(x, t) = fcB(x, T) dT and let w(.? T) dT 
Jo Jo 
be the Riemann abstract integral. Since for every v e L2(Q); 
( u « t), v)L2 = « « f), v)L2, it is ( u « t), v)/2 = 
= | W « T) dT, V\2, U « t) = ti(% T ) d T 
and Hn -> u in C«0,1>, L2(fi)), q.e.d. 
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4. THE FUNCTIONAL FOR INCREMENTS AND THE FORMULATION 
OF THE FIRST PROBLEM OF PLASTICITY 
Let Ft e C
(
o
l)((0,\), L2(Q)\ gt e C0^«0,1>, L2(dQ)). 
We suppose 
f Fi(x, t)dx+\ 9i(x, t) ds = ( ) , / = ! , 2, 3 , 
J Q J on 
J (F(x, t) x x)t dx + (g(x, t) x x)t ds = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 , 
J Q J Ml 
where (F x x) is the vector product. Lef Hl(Q) be the Sobolev space of L2 functions 
with the first L2 derivatives in the sence of distributions. 
Let S be the subspace of o e [L2(Q)\
9 with otj = o}i and the scalar product: 
°ifij 
JQ 
Let K be the subspace of S defined by 
d x . 
í^ + duA, UieH\Q). 
\dxj ôxj 
Let H be the orthogonal complement of K in S. 
Lemma 4.1. K is closed and S = K 4- H. 
Proof. Let ut e H
l(Q) such that 
Ui dx = 0, \ (u x x)^ dx = 0 . 
J fì J fì 
For such u, we have Korn's inequality: 
(4-1) f ^ J " i d ^ c f c , , , d x , 
JnCXjdXj JQ 
see I. Hlavacek, J. Necas [4]. Therefore K is closed, because e^ = 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3 iff 
u = a + (b x x), see the same paper, q.e.d. 
Lemma 4.2. The operator o H> n(o) is a Lipschitzian, bounded operator from 
[U(o°'l)(Q)Y n S h> C«0,1>, L2(f2)). 
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Proof . Since crl7(x, t) are absolutely continuous in t e <0,1> for almost all x e Q, 
the experience n(a) (x, t) is defined for almost all x e Q. Let tx < t2. We have 
(n(a) (x, t2) - n(a) (x, t,))
2 S max (f(a(x, T)) - f(a(x, t,)))2 ^ 
T e < t i , t 2 > 
^ cf! )\a(x, t)\\Rg dr\ = c(t2 - tt) ! \\a(x, T ) | |
2
9 dx , 
hence n(a) e C(<0,1>, L2(Q)). Since n(cr) (x, 0) = 0 by the same argument as above, 
we obtain that n(a) is a bounded operator. 
We have 
(n(a{) (x, t) - r.(<r2) (x, t))
2 ^ max ( / ( ^ ( x , T)) -
- f(a2(x, T)))




g c HG-̂ x, T) - r>2(x, T ) | | J 9 dT , 
J o 
hence 
11^(7,) (', t) - rt(G-2)(-, OI1.2OT = 4*1 ~ ^IHo^.DcQ), 
q.e.d. 
R e m a r k . We have abso proved that Lemma 4.2 holds for the mapping a -> f(a). 
Let a e [C(o
l)«0,iy, L2(Q))~]
9. We define for every t e <0,1> the operator G(a) = f 
from [Co
1}(<0,1>, L2(Q))Y to [L2(.Q)]
9, where f is an element satisfying the following 
conditions for every u e H1(Q): 
(4.2) 0 = Г f,,. 
Jß 
ifiij áx - FІUІ d x — 
Q 
(Єij = \ 
fЗU: ÕU: 
- í — + —-
1 \O \Xy OЪС^ 
g^ids *) 
and for every h eH: 
(4.3) - т; ł « ( * ) M * ) + — — - *iÁФij(x) + 
J a L ^ љ 
+ ШФ, 0)) JЙ(n(a) (*, t) - / ( * ( * , t))) йtøх, 0) 
-£• ( ф , 0) *«(*) Џ- (Ф, t)) łңtøl dх = 0 . 2) 
ðo-„- ć><ты J 
*) (4.2) are equations of equilibrium fulfilled in the sense of virtual stresses. 
2 ) (4.3) means the stationary value of the functional of complementary energy. 
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Since 
(4-4) £ Г - \ (hkkf +
 l-±l ҺU . htJ +й(f(o))ú(n(a) 
- f(a)) h(a) (V(o)hX\ dx ^ l ^ Ĺ f hijhìj , 
\ кí / _J| «/ Í2 
we obtain 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a unique solution of (4.2), (4.3) and, independently of a: 
( 4 5 ) ||f||[L2(fi)]9 = 4J|^||[L2(^)]3 + | |gl[L2(^)]3)-
Proof. We can find a° e [C^^O, !^ , L2(.Q))]
9 as the solution of the linear problem 
(4.2), (4.3) where h(o) — 0; such solution exists and is unique, see for example I. Hla-
vacek, J. Necas [4]. But if we put t = a° + z, we obtain a unique z from the Riesz 
theorem; (4.5) is obvious, q.e.d. 
Theorem 4.2. G(a) (•, •) e [C«0,1>, L2(Q))]
9. 
Proof. Let t0 e <0,1> and t„ -» t0, tn e <0,1>. But all functions 
X\(f(a) (x, tn))), l2(n(a) (x, t„) - f(a(x, t„))), 
h(a(x,t„)),^-(a(x,tn)) 
dau 
are such that (we shall write it for example for 
%- (a(x, t„)) : %- (a(x, tn)) -> M. (a(x, *„)) 
CCTij CGij CGij 
almost everywhere in Q after choosing a subsequence of t„, if necessary. Because of 
(4.4) and (2.4), we obtain easily (for details see Proposition 6.2, § 6, Chap. 3, J. Necas 




to be the Riemann abstract integral. 
The first problem of "regularized" plasticity (because of l\> Xi) **s to find 
<re[CV>(<0,l>,L2(Q))]
9 
satisfying the equation 
(4.6) a(-,t) = f G(«r)(-,t)dT 
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or the equivalent differential equation 
(4.7) O-(-,t) = G(<r)(-,t)? <r(-,0) = 0 . 
Let us consider the non-regularized case: let, as above, f e [L 2 (G)]
9 be the solution 
of (4.2), (4.3) for a e [H 0° '
l )(Q)] 9 . As above, we obtain Theorem 4.1. 
We have 
Theorem 4.3. T(JC, t) e [L 2 (Q)]
9 and 
( 4 - 8 ) llfl|[L2(Q)]
9 = (c m a x I I ^ I I M O ) + m a x II^IIL2(^)) • 
fe<0,l> te<0,l> 
Proof. Let us define x\(s) = 0 for 0 ^ s ^ p — e, x\(s) = (s — (p — e))/e for 
p — e ^ s g p and x\(s) = 1 for s ^ T, Xi(s) = 1 — s/e, 0 g s fg e, %2(s) = 0 for 
a ^ s. We have for example 
пm 
П~> OO J 
|Zi'"(>.(» - /(*)) - ň{n{a) - f{a))\ dx = 0 
by the Lebesgue theorem on the integrable majorant. Thus we obtain by Proposition 
6.2, § 6., Chap. 3, J. Necas [3] 3) that for every t e <0,1> : in(t) -> f(t) in L2(Q). Hence 
by the Lebesgue theorem on the integrable majorant, (4.5) implies: 
І !*»(<) - f(0H2i.2(fl) d ř -» 0 for n --> co , 
therefore f e [ L 2 ( g ) ]
9 and (4.8) follows as above, q.e.d. 
If we put T(X, t) = f0f(x, s) ds, we obtain T e [Ho
0 , 1 ) (6)] 9 a n d w e c a n formulate 
the first problem of plasticity as follows: to find a e [H 0
0 , 1 ) (Q)] 9 such that 
(4.7) <r(x, t) = J G(o) (x, T) dT 
fOr almost all 
xeQ, te<0,1>. 
Let us remark that we can define i replacing (4.3) by 
•= hkhk + ——- i<jhU + Xi(f{a)) Xi{n{a) -
h h LH 
- f{a))h{a)^-{a)hijr(^-{a)ik\ 
Satj \dakl /. 
dx = 0 
3 ) We apply this theorem to the uniformly elliptic bilinear forms (4.3) the coefficients of which 
have limit in measure and are uniformly bounded which implies in(t) -> i(t) in L2(,Q). 
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It follows from the relation (4.7) that both definitions are equivalent: for almost all 
xe Q, TU is absolutely continuous in t and therefore for almost all t we have 
-$£- (a(x, tj) &kl(x, t) = 0 if n(cr) (x, t) = f(a(x9 t)) 
Mki 
and a is a solution of (4.7). 
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S o u h r n 
FORMULACE PRVÉHO PROBLÉMU 
V PŘÍRŮSTKOVÉ TEORII PLASTICITY 
JINDŘICH NEČAS 
V práci je odvozena abstraktní obyčejná diferenciální rovnice se zpožděným argu­
mentem, která je matematickým modelem přírůstkové teorie plasticity. Je zaveden 
pojem zkušenosti materiálu, veličiny udávající zpevnění. 
V práci není podán důkaz existence či unicity řešení odvozené rovnice, protože tato 
rovnice se vymyká dosud studovaným typům. Tyto otázky zůstávají otevřeny. 
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